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Starting Practice Early

Herzog Predicts Winning Team This Year

Frosh Crewmen Break Turnout Record

Wrestlers Begin One Month Early

Turnout For Field Day Poor In All Sports

Junior-Senior Gridders Prep For First Intercollegiate

Becaver Key

ARRIVING for its first season in intercollegiate war, Technicians' junior

The Society's plans for the coming

Six men-Stanley Backer, '41, cap-

Management is in full swing. More than

Two freshmns are running regularly now.

Suits have been handed out to the
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HARVARD SQUARE

Basing his opinion of the fact that

HERO'S MARK

GET YOURS BEFORE THE FIRST EDITION

As long as you live.
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SPORTING GOODS

DO YOU TAKE THE PLunge...READ

YOUR BANK

K & E SLIDE RULES

When you meet an intercollegiate war, Tech's

To Help you decide which size

HOW TO CHOOSE A SLIDE RULE

For all time.

CHOOSING A SLIDE RULE IS A LOT LIKE GETTING OUT A SLIDE RULE.